
 
 

How To License Your Music To TV & Film
Workshop 1: Targeting For Success 

1) TARGETING 
 
• It all starts with targeting your music whether you’re writing from scratch or have pre -
existing recordings. 
 
• You need to pitch the exact kind of music the music supervisors happen to be looking for
at the time. Do some research into what kind of music those music supervisors generally
like and use, and what kinds of shows and movies they’re currently working on. By only
sending them targeted songs along the lines of what they need, then they will take you
seriously because you did your research and are doing a great job of trying to solve a
problem for them. 
 
• When writing from scratch, figure out what show or type of movie or ad you want to go for
and then write a song in that vein. Search Youtube, IMDB, or Tunefind for the songs being
used and the music supervisors involved. The same goes for a specific artist or song
whose sound you might be similar to. Use Tunefind to find out where they have had
success getting their music placed. 
 
• The bottom line is you want to research what is getting into TV & film in your genre and
make sure your music fits in the same playlist.  
 
• The trick is to pay close attention to any patterns you hear in the songs the music
supervisor picked. Maybe they have a general tempo or groove. Listen for lyrical themes.
What kind of instrumentation are they using? What’s the production like? Now all of a
sudden you’ve got this detailed picture of what styles the music supervisor goes for and
what their tastes are. Then just ask yourself, if you were going to write a song in that vein,
what would it sound like? Often the best thing to do is pick some of those songs that really
fit in with your writing style. That way you can feel inspired by their music and not feel like
you have to change as an artist just to get licensed.  
 
• If you’ve already written and recorded your songs, then simply find the shows and music
supervisors that place your kind of music. You won’t be able to target as accurately, but
many artists get placed all the time with music they have already recorded. 
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2) WRITING 
 
• There are two places you can start from when you are writing songs for licensing. The
first is as an artist, where you write what is close to your heart and you aren’t thinking
about getting sync placements. This has the advantage of maybe writing more inspired
music and not wearing two hats where you write some music for your fans and then write
other songs for licensing. In this case you would target your music by checking out artists
you sound closest to and then going after those shows or music supervisors who have
already placed that kind of music. 
 
• The second way to go about writing for TV & film is finding a show or music supervisor
before you write a song and then writing the music with all the elements that fit what they
like to place. This method is a more accurate way of targeting because you can really hone
in on the specific patterns you notice in the songs that have already been placed there.
The disadvantage of this method is you will need to be a versatile producer of your own
music or find one to hire.  
 
• Much of the character of your song is going to come out during the recording and
production phase but there are some important things to pay attention to when you’re
writing your music.  
 
• First don’t ever assume that the instrument you write on is the one that is the final
instrument in the recording. If you’re writing an EDM synth pop tune, there’s absolutely
nothing wrong with 
coming up with the lines on an acoustic guitar. Maybe you want to write a ballad but you
only write lyrics. Welcome to the awesome world of co-writing. Try out a few songwriters to
see who you fit best with. If you aren’t a very good singer, there are plenty of pros online.
Never let those things hold you back. 
 
• Another super important thing to think about is making sure your song has a hook. A hook
can be anything from an extra catchy chorus, to a distinctive sound that comes in here and
there. A hook is defined by something that catches the listener’s ear almost immediately
and makes them want to hear it over and over again. Many times this is created at the
recording stage, but really try to come up with ideas as you are writing your song. Plus  you
can always have more then one hook. 
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WRITING.....continued 
 
• When it comes time to write the lyrics for your song, there are some important things to
pay attention to for sync placements. One of the most critical is realizing that your song
lyrics need to be general enough to fit into diverse scenarios. This doesn’t mean you have
to dumb down your lyrics at all, but they have to be open to interpretation so that they will
enhance different types of scenes. If you write a song about Sally and the lead character’s
name is Lana, the supervisor won’t be able to place your song no matter how good it is. 
 
• One of the best approaches to take with lyric writing for TV & film is to stick with universal
themes. Things we all share that illicit greater emotion than normal such as love,
heartbreak, coming home, redemption, saving a life, making up again, loss, etc. These tend
to be much easier to sync where most of the content is fairly dramatic. 
 
• Your music should enhance the emotion the director, producers, and music supervisor are
going for. So it’s better to stick to the emotional intention with your lyrics rather than being
too detailed. While you are doing your research into targeting, listen closely to the lyrics of
the music that’s already been placed and you’ll hear exactly what I mean. 
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